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Abstract

In dense flowing bidisperse particle mixtures varying in size or density alone, smaller

particles sink (percolation-driven) and lighter particles rise (buoyancy-driven). But

when particle species differ from each other in both size and density, percolation and

buoyancy can either enhance (large/light and small/heavy) or oppose (large/heavy

and small/light) each other. In the latter case, a local equilibrium can exist in which

the two mechanisms balance and particles remain mixed: this allows the design of

minimally segregating mixtures by specifying particle size ratio, density ratio, and mix-

ture concentration. Using DEM simulations, we show that mixtures specified by the

design methodology remain relatively well-mixed in heap and tumbler flows. Further-

more, minimally segregating mixtures prepared in a fully segregated state in a tumbler

mix over time and eventually reach a nearly uniform concentration. Tumbler experi-

ments with large steel and small glass particles validate the DEM simulations and the

potential for designing minimally segregating mixtures.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Dense flows of granular materials tend to spontaneously segregate by

particle size,1–7 density,8–12 shape,13–16 friction coefficient,17,18 or other

physical properties, which can be problematic in many industries due to

the deleterious impact of inhomogeneity on product quality.19–25 Among

the particle properties that drive segregation, size and density are usually

the dominant factors.26,27 In dense flows of size-disperse equal-density

particles (S-system), large particles tend to rise as small particles fall

through voids,28–30 a segregation mechanism known as percolation. For

density-disperse equal-size particle mixtures (D-system), segregation is

driven by a buoyant force mechanism in which heavy particles sink and

light particles rise.31–33 When particle species differ from each other in

both size and density (SD-system), the two segregation mechanisms

interact, resulting in more complicated segregation behavior.34–39

Though size and density differences can reinforce each other, that is, in

mixtures of large light particles and small heavy particles, we are inter-

ested here in the opposite situation where the two segregation mecha-

nisms oppose each other, that is, in mixtures of large heavy particles and

small light particles, as this case has the potential to reduce species seg-

regation compared with the corresponding pure S- or pure D-system.

Previous studies show that the tendency of spherical particles to

sink or rise in a bidisperse mixture can be characterized by the ratios

of large to small particle diameter, Rd = dl/ds (subscript l for large
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particles and s for small particles), and density, Rρ = ρl/ρs, along with

the mixture volume concentration cl (or equivalently cs, as cl + cs = 1,

assuming the solid volume fraction ϕ is constant).40–44 Unlike size or

density segregation alone, where which species rises or sinks depends

only on Rd or Rρ but does not depend on mixture concentration, the

segregation direction in an SD-system can be concentration depen-

dent, and a mixed equilibrium state can exist where the effects of par-

ticle size and density differences balance.26,45,46

Although granular systems are challenging to study analytically

compared with fluid flows because governing equations analogous to

the Navier–Stokes equations for fluids are not yet fully established

(although progress is being made in this direction47–52), granular mate-

rials can offer a conceptual advantage compared with fluids. In many

systems of practical interest—particularly tumbling and heap

formation—the granular flow occurs only in thin regions of rapid flow,53

even in large-scale industrial processes. Thus, understanding flow and

segregation in this thin shear layer provides a key building block for

understanding how to scale-up processes of industrial significance.54 In

fact, we recently developed a segregation model based on the contin-

uum advection–diffusion equation24,25,55,56 that predicts the degree to

which two non-cohesive particle species differing in both size and den-

sity will segregate in thin rapid surface flows.57 Specifically, the model

predicts a segregation velocity that depends linearly on the local shear

rate and quadratically on the species concentration. The segregation

velocity is characterized by two empirical coefficients that are functions

of Rd and Rρ. Streamwise concentration profiles predicted by incorpo-

rating this segregation velocity model into a continuum advection–dif-

fusion-segregation transport model match DEM simulation results well

for free surface heap flows over a wide range of Rd and Rρ. An impor-

tant feature of the model is the ability to predict the large particle

“equilibrium concentration,” cl,eq, at which size-related percolation and

density-related buoyancy locally offset one another such that the segre-

gation flux of each of the two species is zero.57,58 In other words, an ini-

tially mixed bidisperse particle mixture does not segregate.

In this article, we use simulation predictions for cl,eq to demonstrate

how minimally segregating granular mixtures can be designed based on

appropriate choices of Rd, Rρ, and cl. Particle mixtures prepared near the

predicted equilibrium conditions are tested in discrete element method

(DEM) simulations for free surface flows on bounded heaps and in rotat-

ing tumblers to characterize the degree to which the particles remain

mixed. We also provide a limited number of experiments confirming the

rotating tumbler simulations. Because flows of granular materials are

often restricted to thin regions of rapid surface flow even in large-scale

systems, this research offers an approach to intentionally design particle

systems for industrial processes for which otherwise segregating parti-

cles will become or remain relatively well-mixed.

2 | PREDICTING NON-SEGREGATING
MIXTURE CONDITIONS

Consider DEM simulations of combined size and density segregation

of a bidisperse mixture in a single-sided quasi-2D bounded heap flow.

For the example shown in Figure 1, the domain has width W and

thickness T in the y-direction. Particles flow down and to the right in

a thin flowing layer of length L and relatively constant thickness δ59

(corresponding approximately to the white rectangle having a depth

exaggerated by a factor of about two to make it more visible) and

are deposited continuously at a uniform rate onto the static bed.

Particles are fed onto the left side of the heap at an effective 2-D

flow rate q = Q/T (Q is the volumetric feed rate) and with large par-

ticle feed concentration cl , where the bar indicates the feed concen-

tration or the global concentration rather than the local large particle

concentration, cl; the heap rises with velocity vr = q/WT. The coordi-

nate system is rotated by the repose angle, α, such that the x-axis is in

the streamwise direction, the y-axis is in the spanwise direction, and

the z-axis is normal to the free surface. The origin is located on the

free surface at the downstream edge of the vertical feed region and

rises with the free surface of the heap. To reduce computation time,

the bottom wall is inclined at an angle β = 28�, roughly matching the

repose angle α. Simulations are performed using our in-house DEM

code,57,60 which runs on CUDA-enabled GPUs. The DEM code has

been previously validated in heap flows by comparing flow fields and

concentration profiles from experiments with DEM simulation

results.61,62 For all simulations, particle-particle and particle–wall con-

tacts use a friction coefficient of μ = 0.4, a binary collision time of

tc = 0.5 ms, and a relatively low restitution coefficient of e = 0.2 to

minimize the downstream flux of bouncing particles. Segregation in

dense gravity-driven surface flows is largely insensitive to collision

parameters, that is, μ, e, and tc, with the exception of very low friction

coefficients (μ<0.2) that are atypical of most industrially relevant

materials.12,39

F IGURE 1 Quasi-2D bounded heap setup and segregation
example from DEM simulation. For a large-particle feed concentration

of cl ¼0:2, large heavy particles (red, dl = 3mm, ρl = 4 g/cm3) sink,
while small light particles (blue, ds = 1.5mm, ρs = 1 g/cm3) rise in the
flowing layer producing a large particle enriched upstream region and
a nearly pure-small-particle downstream region in the static portion of
the heap. Rd = 2, Rρ = 4, Wf = 3.3 cm, W = 50 cm, L = 52 cm,
q = 20 cm2/s, δ≈1.5 cm, vr = 0.4 cm/s, α = 26.3�.
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In the case shown in Figure 1 for large heavy particles (red) with

cl ¼0:2 and small light particles (blue) with Rd = 2 and Rρ = 4, the con-

ditions are such that the small light particles (blue) rise to the surface

of the flowing layer. As a result, the small light (blue) particles flow fur-

ther down the slope to deposit in a nearly pure blue particle region at

the downstream end of the heap, while large heavy particles (red)

mixed with the small light particles (blue) deposit on the upstream

portion of the heap.

The advantage of considering heap flows over other flow configu-

rations (e.g., plane shear flows or chute flows) is that the local shear

rate _γ and the particle species concentration ci vary throughout the

length and depth of the flowing layer but remain constant at a particu-

lar location in the flow (when analyzed in a reference frame that rises

with the heap surface at rise velocity, vr). As a result, the time-

averaged segregation flux ϕseg,i (ϕseg,i = wici where wi is the species-

specific velocity in the z-direction) for a wide range of flow conditions

( _γ and ci) can be obtained at different locations in the flowing layer

from just one simulation. However, the full range of local concentra-

tions is not usually realized in a single simulation, especially for weakly

segregating mixtures, so typically several simulations are conducted

with different large particle feed concentrations, cl , to provide data

covering the full range of possible local concentrations 0≤ cl≤1.
44,57

Based on simulations like that shown in Figure 1, the segregation

flux dependence on species concentration can be obtained for differ-

ent values of Rd and Rρ for SD-systems. To calculate the segregation

flux ϕseg,i, the species-specific velocity in the z-direction, wi, and spe-

cies concentration, ci, are first calculated from spatial and temporal

averages of local simulation data sampled over the entire flowing

layer. The spatial average is determined by a volume-weighted binning

method59 using right cuboid bins oriented with two faces parallel to

the free surface, two faces perpendicular to the free surface and two

faces parallel to the sidewalls. Each bin has a streamwise length of

1 cm (3.33 dl) and a height (normal to the free surface) of 1 mm (0.33

dl). The concentration and velocity for particles in each bin are sam-

pled at 0.01 s intervals and averaged over 5 s after the system reaches

steady state. The local segregation flux is then calculated as the prod-

uct of the species concentration and the species-specific velocity rela-

tive to the local bulk velocity. Further details are provided

elsewhere.57 Figure 2 shows the mean scaled local segregation flux

ϕseg,i= _γds versus local large particle concentration cl from heap flow

simulations for three (Rd, Rρ) pairs including the example in Figure 1.

For all three cases, the average segregation fluxes (data points) for the

small light species (blue) and the large heavy species (red) are always

equal and opposite at any particular local value of cl, as expected for

the range of size ratios studied.63 The curves through the data in

Figure 2 are best fits of the cubic segregation flux model,57

ϕseg,i ¼ ds _γci AiþBi 1�cið Þ½ � 1�cið Þ, ð1Þ

where Ai and Bi are fitting parameters dependent on both Rd and Rρ.

For D-system segregation with Rd = 1 and Rρ = 4 in Figure 2A, light

particles rise and heavy particles sink except at the extremes of con-

centration, where the flux is zero because only one species is present.

The direction of the segregation is reflected by the segregation flux

curves that are either positive (upward segregation for light particles)

or negative (downward segregation for heavy particles) across the

entire bidisperse concentration range. Unlike the ‘unidirectional’ seg-
regation case in Figure 2A, size and density differences compete with

each other for Rd = 2 and Rρ = 4 in Figure 2B and for Rd = 1.5 and

Rρ = 4 in Figure 2C, and the segregation direction is concentration

dependent. For Rd = 2 and Rρ = 4 small, light particles segregate

upward for small values of cl and downward for large values of cl. The

segregation flux direction reverses at cl,eq = 0.36 where ϕseg,i = 0. For

Rd = 1.5 and Rρ = 4, a similar situation occurs except that cl,eq

increases to 0.47. In addition, the overall concentration averaged seg-

regation flux is smaller for the case in Figure 2C than the case in

Figure 2B due to the near balance between the two segregation

mechanisms across the full range of concentrations.

Repeating heap flow simulations like that shown in Figure 1 over

many (Rd, Rρ) combinations results in figures analogous to those in

Figure 2 from which cl,eq can be obtained. Using this approach, the

dependence of cl,eq on Rd and Rρ was previously explored for

1 ≤ Rd ≤2 and 1 ≤ Rρ ≤ 4.57 Here, we extend cl,eq to 1 ≤ Rd ≤3

and 1 ≤ Rρ ≤ 5.

F IGURE 2 Non-dimensionalized segregation flux data, ϕseg,i= _γds,
for large (�) and small particles (�) averaged over 0.02 wide
increments of cl from heap flow simulations. Error bars represent the
standard deviation for each averaging interval of cl. Solid curves are
fits of the segregation velocity model, Equation (1).57
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The curves in Figure 3 are cubic fits to the interpolated data for cl,eq

forced to pass through (Rd = 1, Rρ = 1), where the segregation is neces-

sarily zero. Particles remain mixed along the curve for cl = cl,eq for the

corresponding Rd and Rρ. For Rd and Rρ combinations to the left of or

above the iso-concentration curve for cl = cl,eq, large particles rise, while

large particles sink for combinations to the right of or below the iso-

concentration curve for cl = cl,eq. Along each axis are regions (colored

red or blue) where the segregation is uni-directional, corresponding to

cases like that shown in Figure 2A. Size segregation dominates regard-

less of density in the red region adjacent to the vertical axis where large

particles rise even if they are slightly heavier than the small particles, and

density segregation dominates in the narrow blue band adjacent to the

horizontal axis where large particles sink because they are heavier than

the small particles. Finally, for completeness, consider mixtures of large

light and small heavy particles (i.e., 1 ≤ Rd ≤3 and 0 < Rρ < 1, noting that

Rd = dl/ds ≥1 by definition). In this case, large particles always rise, which

would correspond to an all red region to the left of the vertical axis for

0 < Rρ < 1, which is not included in Figure 3.

As previously described,57,58 Figure 3 allows an approach for the

intentional design of bidisperse particle mixtures that avoid segrega-

tion. For instance, in many industrial situations the material of each

particle species is specified, thereby fixing the density ratio, and the

concentration of each species is fixed based on the product require-

ments. However, the species sizes can be altered by one of several

standard processes such as agglomeration or grinding. Thus, it is pos-

sible to specify a size ratio for a given density ratio and relative con-

centration of species that minimizes segregation. For example,

suppose that a 20:80 species concentration mixture is required and

the density ratio of the two species is Rρ = 2.5. Starting at Rρ = 2.5

and reading upward to the cl,eq = 0.2 contour in Figure 3 indicates

that a size ratio of Rd = 1.6 should result in a non-segregating mixture.

In the remainder of this article, we explore this approach to designing

minimally segregating bidisperse particle systems.

The tendency to mix rather than segregate is unaffected by small

fluctuations in local concentration around cl,eq, mainly due to granular

diffusion, as discussed later in the article. Nevertheless, it is helpful to

consider how quickly the segregation flux deviates from the non-

segregating condition near cl,eq. This sensitivity toward segregation

can be measured in terms of the derivative of the large-particle segre-

gation flux at the equilibrium concentration, ϕ0
seg,eq= _γds, where

ϕ0
seg,eq ¼ dϕseg=dcl is the slope of the flux curves in Figure 2 at cl,eq,

shown as gray-scale in Figure 3. Increasing both Rd and Rρ (darker

areas of Figure 3) increases the sensitivity toward segregation associ-

ated with small deviations of cl from cl,eq. Nevertheless, we will show

later in this article that the tendency toward mixing near cl,eq is robust.

The equilibrium concentrations corresponding to no segregation in

Figure 3 are determined for each combination of Rd and Rρ from the

local segregation flux, which is based on the local segregation velocity

and local species concentration, over a wide range of local shear rates _γ

and local particle concentrations ci that occur in a bounded heap flow.

Other flow parameters such as shear rate gradient64 and pressure65

also affect the segregation flux and are partially responsible for the

magnitude of the error bars in Figure 2 (along with randomness due to

individual particle collisions). However, on average these effects are

implicitly included by considering the segregation flux for conditions

throughout the thin flowing surface layer. Since the flow kinematics

of a thin surface layer of particles flowing down a slope is similar

regardless of the overall flow configuration,48 Figure 3 should be gen-

erally applicable to thin gravity-driven surface flows in other geome-

tries, as we show later in this article for flow in a rotating tumbler.

Before continuing with the approach of designing minimally segre-

gating particle mixtures by using the appropriate combination of Rd, Rρ,

and cl,eq, we consider briefly an alternative approach that ignores cl,eq

and is therefore more general. Returning to Figure 2, it is evident that

the magnitude of the segregation flux depends on size and density

ratios in addition to the mixture concentration. For instance, the segre-

gation flux across all values of cl for Rd = 1.5 and Rρ = 4 in Figure 2C is

generally less than that for Rd = 2 and Rρ = 4 in Figure 2B. Hence, a

system with Rd = 1.5 and Rρ = 4 would tend to segregate less, regard-

less of mixture concentration, than a system with Rd = 2 and Rρ = 4.

Using data across the full range of Rd and Rρ considered here, we quan-

tify this average tendency toward segregation at a particular combina-

tion of Rd and Rρ as the square of the dimensionless segregation flux

averaged over all possible concentrations,

Φ2 ¼
ð1
0

ϕseg,l= γ
_
ds

� �2
dcl , ð2Þ

which is plotted in Figure 4 as a function of size and density ratios.

The grayscale reflects the sensitivity of the system to segregation

F IGURE 3 Local equilibrium (no segregation) concentration of
large particles cl,eq versus particle size and density ratios. Circles
denote combinations of Rd and Rρ for which heap flow simulations
have been performed, and circle diameter is proportional to cl,eq in the
range 0 to 1. Iso-concentration curves for cl,eq are interpolated
between data points. Particles remain mixed along the curve for
cl = cl,eq for the corresponding Rd and Rρ. Segregation is uni-
directional in the filled regions for cl,eq = 0 (large particles rise, red)
and cl,eq = 1 (large particles sink, blue). Grayscale is interpolated from
the dimensionless large particle segregation flux gradient at the
equilibrium concentration, ϕ0

seg,eq= _γds.
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across all possible concentrations cl. Combinations of Rd and Rρ in

brighter areas of Figure 4 tend to segregate less across all mixture

concentrations, while combinations in darker areas tend to segregate

more. The least segregation occurs for combinations of Rd and Rρ

along the dashed curve, which is calculated as ∂Φ2=∂Rd ¼0.* Interest-

ingly, this curve for the least segregation corresponds closely to the

cl,eq = 0.5 curve from Figure 3 which is reproduced in Figure 4 as the

solid curve. This is because the lowest flux magnitudes tend to occur

when cl,eq is around 0.5 as is evident in comparing Figures 2B, C.

Figure 4 offers an alternative approach to the one based on

Figure 3 where cl is set to cl,eq to prevent segregation. This alternative

is simply to ignore the mixture concentration and operate in the light

colored region of Figure 4 along the dashed curve for the minimum

value of Φ2. In this case, for a given density ratio for the two particle

species, the size ratio would be adjusted to fall on the minimum segre-

gation curve in Figure 4. For instance, for the preceding example with

a density ratio Rρ = 2.5, the size ratio should be set to Rd≈1.3 to min-

imize segregation across all possible concentrations. While this

approach will result in more segregation when cl≠ cl,eq, it may be eas-

ier to implement in some industrial situations. However, since the

approach in Figure 3 using cl,eq is more precise in avoiding segregation

than the alternative approach based on Figure 4, we focus on the for-

mer in the remainder of this article.

3 | VALIDATING PREDICTIONS
FOR NON-SEGREGATING MIXTURES

The combinations of size ratio, density ratio, and large particle con-

centration leading to no segregation indicated in Figure 3 are based

on the local segregation flux, and the equilibrium concentration cl,eq

is inherently a local variable at each point within the thin flowing

layer typical of many gravity-driven granular flows. However, the

requirement that cl = cl,eq everywhere in the flow to prevent segre-

gation is unlikely to be realized exactly in real systems due to the

stochastic nature of granular flows which drives local variations in

the mixture concentration, as well as to deviations in the actual

velocity profile from that of the bounded heap for which the cl,eq

curves in Figure 3 were obtained. Furthermore, the averaging

approach used to obtain Figure 3 and Equation (1) ignores the

potential influence of absolute pressure65 and pressure variation in

combination with the effects of the shear rate gradient64 on segre-

gation. Hence, the question is if a uniformly mixed system with a

global concentration of cl ¼ cl,eq remains mixed or locally segregates

across different flow geometries and initial conditions. In this section,

we validate and demonstrate the potential for designing minimally

segregating granular mixtures using the approach of specifying Rd, Rρ,

and cl,eq (Figure 3) by quantifying and comparing the segregation of

particles near the equilibrium conditions shown in Figure 3 predicted

by Equation (1) in bounded heaps and rotating tumblers. The goal is to

determine how the local propensity for mixing or segregation shown

in Figure 3 affects the global segregation across the entire flow

domain.

3.1 | Bounded heap flow

We consider first the global segregation of particle mixtures prepared

at the equilibrium concentration (i.e., cl ¼ cl,eq) and fed onto a bounded

heap. Figure 5 shows the segregation patterns resulting from a feed

concentration of cl ¼0:1, Rd = 1.5, and three different values of Rρ.

For Rρ = 1 large red particles segregate upward to the free surface of

the flowing layer and deposit downstream near the endwall, indicating

that size-based percolation dominates. Particles remain relatively

mixed over most of the heap for Rρ = 2, as the two segregation mech-

anisms nearly balance. Segregation reverses for Rρ = 3 with small light

particles (blue) depositing at the downstream end of the heap as

buoyancy dominates over percolation.

To quantify these results, Figure 6 plots streamwise cl profiles in

the deposited heap for the three cases in Figure 5. For Rρ = 1 (red

curve), the concentration of large particles is highest near x/L ≈ 1 as

they deposit on the downstream portion of the heap along with a few

small particles, consistent with Figure 5A. The situation reverses for

Rρ = 3 (blue curve), where a higher fraction of large particles deposit

on the upstream portion of the heap, and pure small particles (cl = 0)

deposit on the downstream portion, as shown in Figure 5C. For the

intermediate density ratio where size and density effects nearly bal-

ance, large particles deposit almost uniformly on the heap and the

streamwise variation in cl (green curve) is the smallest of the three

cases.

The degree and direction of segregation along the length of the

heap is calculated using the signed and scaled standard deviation of

the large particle concentration,

F IGURE 4 Concentration averaged dimensionless segregation
flux squared, Φ2, versus particle size and density ratios. Circular
symbols indicate (Rd,Rρ) pairs for which simulations are performed;
circle diameter is proportional to Φ2 in the range 0.001 to 0.01. The
minimum value of Φ2 is well-approximated by Rd = 0.163(Rρ�1)+1
(dashed curve), which nearly matches the solid curve for equilibrium

concentration cl,eq = 0.5 (reproduced from Figure 3).
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bσl ¼ sgn cl,N� clh ið Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
k¼1

cl,k� clh ið Þ2=N
s

clh i 1� clh ið Þ , ð3Þ

where N = 50 is the number of uniform width bins for calculating cl at

different streamwise positions, cl, k is the local depth-averaged volume

concentration for particles deposited on the heap below the flowing

layer in bin k, and hcli is the average value of cl for 0 ≤ x ≤ L. Note that

hcli differs slightly from cl because it excludes the portion of the heap

below the feed zone (see Figure 1). The value bσl is essentially the stan-

dard deviation of cl, but with two additional multiplicative terms. The

sign function, sgn(cl, N � hcli), indicates the large particle segregation

direction: a value of �1 indicates downward segregation resulting in

cl> hcli on the upstream portion of the heap and cl,N = cl(x = L) < hcli at

the downstream end; a value of +1 corresponds to upward segrega-

tion resulting in cl< hcli on the upstream portion of the heap and cl,

N> hcli at the downstream end. The hcli(1�hcli) term in the denomina-

tor normalizes the measured standard deviation by that for perfect

segregation. A fully mixed, non-segregating case with large particles

depositing uniformly along the surface of the heap has bσl ¼0, while

for complete segregation, bσl ¼�1 for sinking large particles and bσl ¼1

for rising large particles.

Figure 7 demonstrates how bσl captures the rise-sink transition in

heap flow simulations (data points) for 49 (Rd, Rρ) combinations with

cl ¼0:1 (Figure 7A) and 50 (Rd, Rρ) combinations with cl ¼0:6

(Figure 7B). Red and blue shading based on interpolating these data

corresponds to the degree to which bσl deviates from the perfectly

mixed state value of bσl ¼0 with white corresponding to particles

remaining mixed. The predicted equilibrium curve for the local value

of cl from Figure 3, shown by the black curve, corresponds closely to

the white region, indicating that particles remain mixed at that feed

concentration. In other words, the cl,eq curve in the RdRρ-plane along

which particles are predicted to locally remain mixed from Figure 3

(black curve) corresponds closely to (Rd,Rρ) pairs along which particles

remain globally mixed for that feed concentration under heap flow

F IGURE 6 Streamwise concentration profiles of large particles, cl,
deposited on the heap for the three different Rρ values in Figure 4
with cl ¼0:1 and Rd = 1.5.

F IGURE 7 Scaled deviation of large particle concentration, bσl,
(color contours) for feed concentration cl of (A) 0.1 and (B) 0.6. Black
curves show predicted non-segregating Rd and Rρ values for those
feed concentrations; white regions correspond to particles remaining
mixed in heap simulations. Upward red triangles indicate large
particles rise; downward blue triangles indicate large particles sink.

F IGURE 5 Heap flow segregation examples from DEM
simulations for feed concentration of large red particles cl ¼0:1 and
size ratio Rd = 1.5 showing reversal in large particle segregation
direction for different density ratios Rρ. Other conditions are as in
Figure 1.
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(white region where bσl ¼0). The small deviation of the black curve

from the white region could result from many factors including the

resolution of data points in the (Rd,Rρ) space and fluctuations in the

local concentration similar to those observed for the weakly segregat-

ing case (green curve) shown in Figure 6.

Particle mixtures with (Rd, Rρ) off the equilibrium curve in Figure 3

segregate, as expected. Conditions below and to the right of the

cl,eq ¼ cl equilibrium curve in the RdRρ-plane correspond to smaller size

ratios and larger density ratios, indicating that large particles sink for

these conditions; conditions above and to the left of the equilibrium

curve correspond to larger size ratios and smaller density ratios, indi-

cating that large particles rise.

An equivalent alternate description is that if the feed concentra-

tion cl for a particular (Rd, Rρ) pair is above the equilibrium value in

Figure 3 (cl > cl,eq), then the feed concentration is too high to maintain

equilibrium, and the large particles will rise resulting in bσl > 0. If the

feed concentration cl for the (Rd, Rρ) pair is below the equilibrium

value in Figure 3 (cl < cl,eq), then the feed concentration is too low to

maintain equilibrium, and large particles will sink resulting in bσl <0.
This is evident in the segregation examples with Rd = 1.5, Rρ = 4, and

cl,eq = 0.47 shown in Figure 8. Large heavy particles (red) sink for

cl ¼0:3 < cl,eq, depositing on the upstream portion of the heap,

whereas for cl ¼0:7> cl,eq large heavy particles (red) rise, depositing at

a higher concentration on the downstream portion of the heap. For

cl ¼ cl,eq particles remain well-mixed except near the downstream

bounding endwall where cl decreases somewhat, potentially due to a

pressure dependence of the equilibrium concentration that is unac-

counted for in Equation (1) and the predictions of Figure 3, as dis-

cussed shortly with regard to the rotating tumbler results.

The implication of these results for heap flow is that the local pro-

pensity for mixing or segregation as predicted in Figure 3 also reflects

the global propensity for mixing or segregation, at least to a first

order. The consequence is that if granular material with cl ¼ cl,eq is

mixed at the feed, it remains mixed as it deposits on the heap. Note

that small fluctuations in cl have little influence on the segregation

results, likely due to granular diffusion. In addition, the facts that parti-

cles remain relatively mixed for (Rd,Rρ) pairs near the equilibrium curve

as shown in Figure 7, and that bσl varies smoothly across the (Rd,Rρ)

space in Figure 7 indicate that slight deviation of cl from cl,eq or small

fluctuations in cl do not affect the overall propensity for particles to

remain mixed in heap flows for appropriate values of Rd and Rρ.

3.2 | Rotating tumbler flow

In the previous section, we demonstrated the application of our

approach for designing minimally segregating mixtures to heap flows.

Since the data for the local equilibrium concentrations in Figure 3

upon which the approach is based come from segregation in heap

flows, its effectiveness is, perhaps, not surprising. The question now is

if the equilibrium concentrations obtained from heap flows can be

used to identify minimally segregating mixtures in a gravity-driven

flow where the velocity field and boundary conditions differ. Here,

we apply the approach to rotating tumbler flow.25,27,34,66

Tumblers are used to coat, crush, and mix particles. Unlike

bounded heaps where segregation takes place during the short period

of time before the particles deposit onto the fixed bed, segregation in

rotating tumblers is an ongoing process as particles repeatedly flow

down the slope, enter solid-body rotation in the downstream half of

the flowing layer, and then re-enter the upper half of the flowing layer

after solid body rotation. Segregation occurs only in the shear of the

flowing surface layer; below the flowing surface layer, particles are in

near solid-body rotation with the tumbler (i.e., the quasi-static or fixed

bed region) where the segregation is negligible. There is an initial tran-

sient as initially mixed particles segregate in the flowing layer and then

deposit in a segregated pattern in the first half-rotation, followed by

enhanced segregation as the particles repeatedly flow down the sur-

face. A steady segregated pattern is established after only a few tum-

bler rotations43,67,68 in which segregated particles in the fixed bed

enter the flowing layer, flow down the surface, and maintain their seg-

regated pattern upon re-entering the fixed bed.

Here we test the same bidisperse particle mixtures as used in the

heap flow simulations described in the previous section, noting that cl

here refers to the overall large particle concentration in the tumbler

rather than the feed concentration, as was the case for the heap. The

half-full tumbler is r0 = 7.5 cm in radius (r0/dl = 25) and 1.5 cm in axial

extent with periodic boundaries in the axial direction to avoid endwall

effects. The cylindrical tumbler wall is formed from 3mm particles

overlapping by 1.5mm to reduce slip between the particle bed and

the wall. The tumbler rotates at Ω = 10 rev/min. The Froude number

is Fr = Ω2r0/g = 0.0084, which corresponds to the flat surface contin-

uous flow regime.69

Figure 9 shows examples of the visually steady segregation pat-

terns, which occur after 5–7 tumbler rotations (tΩ = 5–7) and are

more clearly quantified shortly, for the same particle mixtures used in

the bounded heap examples in Figure 8 starting from a well-mixed ini-

tial condition. The equilibrium concentration of large particles for

F IGURE 8 (A) DEM simulation images and (B) large particle
concentration versus streamwise position for heap flow segregation
with Rd = 1.5, Rρ = 4, and different values of large particle feed
concentration cl . Large heavy particles (red) sink while small light
particles (blue) rise for cl ¼0:3< cl,eq, as buoyancy overcomes
percolation. In contrast, for cl ¼0:7> cl,eq segregation is reversed and
percolation dominates over buoyancy. Particles remain relatively
mixed for cl ¼ cl,eq ¼0:47 (horizontal dashed line).
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Rd = 1.5 and Rρ = 4 is cl,eq = 0.47 according to Figures 2C, 3. Similar

to large heavy particles depositing in the upstream portion of the heap

for cl < cl,eq, large heavy particles sink in the flowing layer and segre-

gate to the central portion of the tumbler bed for cl ¼0:3 in

Figure 9A. Figure 9B shows that for cl ¼ cl,eq ¼0:47 particles remain

relatively mixed, as the two segregation mechanisms nearly balance.

Segregation is reversed at cl ¼0:7> cl,eq in Figure 9C as percolation

dominates over buoyancy, that is, large heavy particles segregate to

the tumbler periphery analogous to their deposition in the down-

stream portion of the heap.

For reference, Figure 9D shows the non-dimensional particle

speed in the rotating reference frame of the tumbler for cl ¼0:47, that

is, ju� r�Ωj/r0Ω where u is measured in the lab frame. The speed of

the particles is largest at the midpoint of the free surface of the flow-

ing layer and decreases with depth. Segregation takes place in the

flowing surface layer due to shear; below this layer particles are in

near solid-body rotation with the tumbler and do not segregate. The

elapsed time between particle passes through the flowing layer

(i.e., the solid body rotation residence time) is slightly less than half of

the tumbler rotation period, and the time a particle typically spends in

the flowing layer is one order of magnitude less than the tumbler rota-

tion period.70 Similar velocity fields are observed for the other two

values of cl .

The core of the tumbler bed is typically thought of as the inner

bed region where small (S-system) or heavy (D-system) particles seg-

regate, and which is surrounded by the other particle species (large or

light particles, respectively). For SD-systems, where segregation is

concentration dependent, we consider the core to be the region of

the inner bed where the concentration is nearly constant but typically

not fully segregated as in S- or D-system. The core includes particles

that are both in the flowing layer and in the fixed bed, that is, in solid

body rotation. This is evident comparing the lower bound of the flow-

ing layer (white contour in Figure 9D) with the extent of the large par-

ticle enriched core in Figure 9A. The core spans the lower portion of

the flowing layer and the inner portion of the solid body rotation

region. This is most easily understood in terms of steady-state path-

lines, which are, by definition, circular arcs in the portion of the bed in

solid body rotation and generally in the streamwise direction, though

slightly curved, in the flowing layer.8,27 For steady-state segregation,

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the particle species

distribution in the fixed bed and that in the flowing layer. Hence, the

core extends into both the flowing layer and the fixed bed, with the

core center (rotation center of the particles) at the boundary between

them along a radial line at x = 0. Here, we define the approximate

center of the tumbler core as the point where the velocity field is zero

(white contour in Figure 9D) at the midpoint of the flowing layer

(x = 0). For all cases studied here, this location is well approximated

by a constant value of z/r0 = �0.3.

The local concentration of large particles in the three rotating

tumbler cases in Figure 9 can be calculated from spatial and temporal

averages of simulation data after the system reaches steady-state.

Figure 10 shows the steady state concentration of large particles. In

the core of the tumbler bed, away from the flowing surface layer and

cylindrical tumbler wall, cl is nearly the same for all three cases, while

F IGURE 9 Rotating tumbler DEM simulation setup and

segregation examples in steady state for Rd = 1.5, Rρ = 4, and global
large particle concentration cl of (A) 0.3, (B) 0.47, and (C) 0.7 after
seven rotations, or 42 s, starting from a fully mixed initial condition.
Large particles are red (dl = 3mm, ρl = 4 g/cm3) and small particles
are blue (ds = 2mm, ρs = 1 g/cm3). (D) Non-dimensional speed in
rotating reference frame, ju� r�Ωj/r0Ω, for all particles in case (B)
averaged over 10 s. Solid curve shows where the streamwise velocity
in the lab frame is zero, that is, ux(x, z) = 0, which delineates the
flowing layer from the quasi-static fixed bed.

F IGURE 10 Steady-state large-particle concentration cl averaged
over 10 s after seven rotations (42 s) in the particle-filled portion of
the tumbler rotating at 10 rpm for Rd = 1.5, Rρ = 4, and cl equal to (A)
0.3, (B) 0.47 and (C) 0.7. Solid curve in (B) shows the bottom of the
flowing layer where the streamwise velocity in the lab frame is zero,
that is, ux(x, z) = 0. Rectangular box in (B) is the region used for cl
profiles.
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the concentration surrounding the core and outward to the periphery

differs significantly between the three cases. For cl ¼0:3< cl,eq, cl at

the tumbler periphery is effectively zero, consistent with Figure 9A

where small light particles (blue) segregate to the tumbler periphery.

In contrast, for cl ¼0:7> cl,eq the segregation direction is reversed, and

cl increases approaching the tumbler periphery, consistent with an

excess of large heavy particles (red) at the periphery in Figure 9C.

The relationship between the mixture concentration and the

flowing layer depth is depicted on a more quantitative basis in

Figure 11. This figure shows the depth profile of the large particle

concentration, cl, along a radius normal to the free surface and aver-

aged across the narrow region within the rectangle in Figure 10B

(indicated along the lower horizontal axis), as well as the scaled parti-

cle speed in the lab frame and in the rotating tumbler frame (indicated

along the upper horizontal axis). Concentration data are excluded for

locations where the volume fraction is below 0.3 [corresponding to

near the free surface (z/r0 ≈ 0) and near the tumbler wall (z/r0 ≈ �1)

due to the overlap of the rectangular averaging regions with the circu-

lar boundary of the tumbler].

The cl concentration profiles for the three cases in Figure 10 have

a concentration in the core, corresponding to �0:5≲ z=r0 ≲ �0:2, that

is approximately equal to the equilibrium concentration, cl,eq, as

shown in Figure 11. In particular, the profiles for all three cases over-

lap and have a minimum value of cl≈ cl,eq (dashed vertical line) at z/

r0≈�0.3 (horizontal dotted line), the approximate radial position of

the core center. Thus, the center of the core and the region around it

is mixed at the equilibrium concentration, cl,eq, while the particle con-

centration in the periphery adjusts to a concentration necessary to

accommodate the remaining particles, whether they are small particles

(Figure 10A) or large particles (Figure 10C).

Keeping in mind that the particles are initially fully mixed, the

question arises about how long it takes for the core to reach the equi-

librium concentration. To answer this, the inset in Figure 11 shows

time series of local concentration at the core center (i.e., cl at z/

r0 = �0.3). The concentration cl (z/r0 = �0.3) starts at approximately

the initial concentration cl in each case, and the three curves converge

to the equilibrium concentration within five rotations (tΩ = 5, or 30 s),

which is the point after which we consider the segregation to be

steady-state. This is also about the time necessary for the global seg-

regation pattern to visually reach steady state.

From the concentration profile for cl ¼ cl,eq ¼0:47 in Figure 11, it

is evident that the mixing is imperfect at the equilibrium condition.

Nevertheless, cl is within a relatively narrow range 0.44≤ cl≤0.58

except near the free surface, z=r0 ≲ �0:1, and near the tumbler wall,

z=r0 ≳ �0:9, where it decreases. Note that to a first approximation,

the concentration profile in the solid body rotation portion of the par-

ticles is simply a stretched reflection of the concentration profile in

the flowing layer. This occurs because particles deposit on the steady-

state pathlines described earlier. Hence, these decreased concentra-

tions at the surface and the tumbler wall are essentially mirror images

of one another. The reduced large particle concentration near the

tumbler wall has been noted previously66,71 but not explained, to our

knowledge. The deviation of cl from cl,eq = 0.47 at the top of the flow-

ing layer and near the cylindrical wall may be due to the effect of

depth-varying lithostatic pressure, which is unaccounted for in the

equilibrium concentration results in Figure 3. An extended discussion

of this deviation in cl is included in Sec. 6.

Two significant results are evident in Figures 9–11. First, segrega-

tion in a rotating tumbler is significantly reduced for cl ¼ cl,eq, much

like the earlier case of bounded heap flows; second, the particle con-

centration in the core of the rotating tumbler bed saturates at approx-

imately the equilibrium concentration regardless of cl . Similar results

are also observed for the same size and density ratios (Rd = 1.5,

Rρ = 4) but with smaller absolute particle diameters (i.e., both dl and ds

are scaled by a factor of two such that r0/dl = 50), shown in

Figure 12. Particles remain mixed at steady state throughout most of

the particle bed, indicating that the relative size of the tumbler com-

pared with the particles is not crucial to the particles remaining mixed

at cl = cl,eq. What is more interesting in this example is that the parti-

cles remain reasonably well-mixed not only for cl ¼ cl,eq in

Figures 12C,D, but also for cl ¼ cl,eq�0:03 in Figures 12A,B and

cl ¼ cl,eqþ0:03 in Figures 12E,F. Radial concentration profiles for

these three cases are shown in Figure 13. The nearly identical concen-

tration profiles indicates that small deviations of cl from cl,eq have little

influence on the overall mixing of the particles in rotating tumblers.

Moreover, the concentration profile for cl ¼0:47 in Figure 11 for r0/

dl = 25 is nearly identical to those in Figure 13 for r0/dl = 50. This is

F IGURE 11 Depth profile of scaled particle speed in the lab
frame (dash-dot black curve) and in the rotating tumbler frame (solid
black curve) along a radius normal to the free surface and averaged
across the region indicated by the dashed rectangle in Figure 10B.
Dotted horizontal line at z/r0 = �0.3 indicates the approximate
bottom of the flowing layer where ux(x = 0, z = �δ) ≈ 0 and which
also corresponds to the core center. Colored curves are radial profiles
of average large particle concentration normal to the free surface, as
indicated by the dashed rectangle in Figure 10B, in steady state for
three different cl values. At the core's approximate center (z/
r0 = �0.3, dotted horizontal line), cl≈ cl,eq (dashed vertical line) even
when cl ≠ cl,eq. Inset: cl at the core center (z/r0 = �0.3) tends toward
the equilibrium concentration, cl,eq with increasing number of
rotations regardless of the overall concentration, cl .
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because the particle concentration fields at steady state result from

the balance between diffusion flux and segregation flux in the flowing

layer. Since both fluxes are proportional to particle diameter,42 the

effects of particle diameter cancel, and the concentration profiles are

independent of r0/dl, resulting in the green curve in Figure 13 match-

ing the green curve in Figure 11 except near the surface and the cor-

responding region on the tumbler wall. One difference between r0/

dl = 25 and r0/dl = 50 is that the layers of nearly pure small particles

(small cl) at the flowing layer surface and near the tumbler wall are

thinner for r0/dl = 50 suggesting that the phenomenon driving this

effect is related to the size of the particles compared with that of the

tumbler.

Returning now to the result in Figures 10 and 12 showing that

cl ≈ cl,eq in the core of the tumbler bed regardless of the global concen-

tration of large particles, we consider a different scenario in which the

global concentration of large particles is held constant and Rρ is varied.

Figure 14 compares the radial concentration profiles and time evolu-

tion of cl at the core center with Rd = 1.5 and cl ¼0:3, for different

values of Rρ. In steady state cl is close to cl,eq (dashed lines) at the core

center (z/r0≈�0.3) for the corresponding (Rd, Rρ) for all four values of

Rρ, as shown in Figure 14A. This occurs regardless of whether cl is

increasing relative to cl to reach cl,eq, as is the case for Rρ = 2 in

Figure 14B, or decreasing from cl to cl,eq, as is the case for Rρ = 3,

4, 5. However, for cases with cl further away from cl,eq as determined

by the value of Rρ, it takes a longer time to reach steady-state.

The appearance of the equilibrium concentration in the core inde-

pendent of cl seems to be a characteristic of steady-state segregation

in tumbler flows. Apparently, as the particle mixture adjusts to its

steady-state distribution, the core concentration relaxes to cl,eq while

the “excess” particles (small particles for cl< cl,eq and large particles for

cl> cl,eq) are displaced to the tumbler periphery where their concentra-

tion is enhanced. An explanation is as follows. Starting from a fully

mixed condition and during the initial transient, upward segregating

particles rise in the flowing layer until the concentration in the lower

portion of the flowing layer achieves the equilibrium concentration,

cl,eq. Once cl,eq is established locally at the bottom of the flowing layer,

no further segregation occurs in this region. Since this layer with

F IGURE 13 Large-particle concentration cl along a radial slice
normal to the free surface in steady state for smaller particles with r0/
dl = 50 at three different values of cl . At the core center (z/r0 = �0.3,
dotted horizontal line), cl≈ cl,eq (dashed vertical line).

F IGURE 14 For differing Rρ and fixed global large-particle
concentration cl ¼0:3, the local large-particle concentration, cl, at the
center of the tumbler core (i.e., � 0.32 < z/r0 <�0.28) is similar to the
corresponding local equilibrium concentration cl,eq = 0.10, 0.35, 0.47,
and 0.55 (dashed lines) for Rd = 1.5. (A) cl along a radial slice normal to
the free surface in steady state (core center at z/r0 = �0.3
corresponds to horizontal dotted line). (B) cl at the core center (z/
r0 = �0.3) versus number of rotations (dashed lines correspond to
cl,eq for each Rρ).

F IGURE 12 Segregation at steady state for Rd = 1.5, Rρ = 4, and
cl of (A) 0.44, (B) 0.47, and (C) 0.5 using finer particles with r0/dl = 50.
Other parameters are the same as in Figure 7B. (B,D,F) Time-averaged
large particle concentration, cl.
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concentration cl,eq is at the bottom of the flowing layer, it is deposited

on the fixed bed at the core, while the particles that have segregated

upward in the flowing layer are carried to the periphery of the tumbler

to be deposited there. This process is reinforced over several rota-

tions until steady-state is reached, which corresponds to a concentra-

tion near cl,eq in the core. We return to this phenomenon in the next

section as a potential method to experimentally determine the equilib-

rium concentration for arbitrary binary particle mixtures.

One further consideration is that for the simulations described to

this point, particles are initially well-mixed. However, in many practical

industrial situations the two particle species are often initially segre-

gated. Figure 15 shows the mixing of the same particle mixture in

Figure 9B but starting from an initially fully segregated state shown in

Figure 15A, accomplished by filling the left side of the tumbler first

with large red particles followed by small blue particles as the tumbler

starts to rotate. After five rotations (30 s) the system forms a large-

particle enriched core with a small-particle enriched periphery. After

20 rotations (120 s), despite the initial complete segregation, particles

are well-mixed at steady state, just as occurs for the initially mixed

case. Figure 15B shows the analogous situation except with the left

side of the tumbler filled first with small blue particles followed by

large red particles as the tumbler starts to rotate. Unlike the case in

Figure 15A, the large red particles initially behave as a solid body due

to slippage at the tumbler wall, while small particles slip under the

large red particles at the bottom. Nevertheless, after about five rota-

tions (30 s), the system forms a large-particle enriched core similar to

that in Figure 15A, and after 20 rotations the particles are well-mixed.

The steady state concentration profiles in Figure 15C are identical for

the completely segregated and well-mixed initial conditions. However,

the initially segregated cases take longer to reach equilibrium (15 rota-

tions, tΩ ≈ 15, or 90 s), as shown in Figure 15D. For the well-mixed

case with cl ¼ cl,eq ¼0:47, the mixture almost immediately reaches cl,

eq, although for cl ≠ cl,eq it takes about 5 rotations (tΩ ≈5, or 30 s), as

shown in Figure 11B. The results in Figure 15 suggest that initial seg-

regation conditions of the mixture or variations in the initial local con-

centration, with sufficient time, have little influence on the steady

state segregation pattern, which always exhibits a core concentration

close to cl,eq.

4 | METHOD TO DETERMINE
EQUILIBRIUM CONCENTRATION

The appearance of cl,eq in the core of the rotating tumbler bed sug-

gests a simple methodology to experimentally determine cl,eq for an

arbitrary binary particle mixture. The procedure is as follows. Fill a

rotating tumbler to half full with an arbitrary concentration binary

mixture and tumble until steady state segregation is reached. Remove

a sample volume of particles from the core. The measured cl for the

sample should be close to cl,eq. Then prepare a new mixture at the

measured core concentration. It may be necessary to repeat these

steps one or two times until no further variation in cl at the core is

observed.

The advantage of this approach is that the sizes and densities of

the two particle species need not be known in advance, and, more sig-

nificantly, no analog to Figure 3 is necessary (which requires many

experiments or simulations). This makes the approach applicable for

particles that may vary in properties other than just size or density,

such as shape.16 Using this approach, a few simple experiments can

determine the equilibrium concentration that minimizes segregation.

Figure 16 shows DEM simulations demonstrating this approach

for determining the equilibrium concentration for example mixtures

with Rd = 2 and Rρ = 3, starting with either of two different initial

global concentrations: cl ¼0:1 (Figure 16A) or 0.5 (Figure 16B).

Figures 16E,F show that cl at the core center saturates at about 0.3

(dashed line) for both cases, indicating that cl,eq≈0.3, which is close to

cl,eq = 0.26 for Rd = 2 and Rρ = 3 determined from Figure 3. Noting

that small deviations in the concentration from the actual value of cl,eq

are inconsequential (see Figure 12), mixtures prepared at the mea-

sured cl ¼0:3 are tested in both the rotating tumbler and the bounded

heap. Figures 16C,D,G,H show that particles are relatively well-mixed

F IGURE 15 Initially fully segregated large heavy (dl = 3 mm,
ρl = 4 g/cm3, red) and small light (ds = 2 mm, ρs = 1 g/cm3, blue)
particles with cl ¼ cl,eq ¼0:47 become well mixed at steady state. Left
to right: initial segregated particle distribution, transient state after
five rotations, and steady state at 20 rotations for (A) large heavy
particles loaded into the tumbler before small light particles and
(B) vice versa. (C) Average steady state (tΩ>15) radial large-particle
concentration profile normal to free surface for well-mixed (black
curve) and fully segregated [red and blue curves represent cases in
(A) and (B), respectively] initial conditions. Vertical dashed line
corresponds to cl,eq = 0.47. (D) cl at the core center (z/r0 = �0.3)
versus number of rotations. Horizontal dashed line corresponds to
cl,eq = 0.47.
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over the two domains. Thus, for these parameters, only one iteration

of the rotating tumbler experiment is necessary to narrow in on the

approximate value of cl,eq, whether starting from too low of a concen-

tration (Figures 16A,E) or too high of a concentration (Figures 16B,F).

The second iteration, Figures 16C,G, confirms the value for cl,eq.

These results indicate that this simple practical approach for finding

the equilibrium concentration for arbitrary bidisperse particle mixtures

holds substantial promise.

5 | EXPERIMENT

Results to this point are based on DEM simulation, which for dense

flows is usually quite accurate and relatively insensitive to particle and

boundary interaction parameters. To validate the simulations, experi-

ments are performed in a rotating tumbler (Ω = 4.08 rev/min) with

large steel and small clear glass spherical particles. The experimental

set-up is similar to that in the simulation in Figure 9, except that the

15 cm diameter tumbler has two flat frictional endwalls made of clear

acrylic and separated by 1.2 cm (3.82dl) rather than the periodic end-

wall condition used in the simulations. One endwall is backlit to aid

visualization of the particle distribution through the bulk. With the

particle properties given in Table 1, the size ratio of large steel to small

glass particles is Rd = 2.04 and the density ratio Rρ = 3.14. The equi-

librium concentration according to Figure 3 is csteel,eq ≈ 0.27.

Figure 17 shows images of the segregation pattern from experi-

ment for different global concentrations of large steel particles csteel

after 10 min of rotation, when the segregation pattern has reached a

steady state, as well as DEM results for the same conditions as the

experiment. In this case, the DEM simulations include frictional end-

walls with μ = 0.5 separated by 1.2 cm, rather than periodic boundary

conditions as in the other tumbler simulations in this article.

Although the visualization of the experimental results are less

clear than the DEM simulation results, it is evident that the fundamen-

tal character of the particle distribution changes from mostly small

glass particles surrounding a relatively mixed core at csteel ¼0:13 to a

generally mixed condition throughout the tumbler at csteel ¼0:27 to

mostly large steel particles surrounding a somewhat mixed core at

csteel ¼0:40 and csteel ¼0:50. Focusing first on csteel ¼0:27, which is at

the predicted equilibrium concentration from Figure 3, a band of small

particles appears at the tumbler periphery for both experiments and

simulations, confirming that this phenomenon occurs not only in the

simulations but also in the experiments. That said, the degree of mix-

ing is substantially better for csteel ¼0:27 than for the lower concen-

tration (csteel ¼0:13), where the band of small particles at the

periphery is wide and quite pure, or the higher concentrations

(csteel ¼0:40, 0.50), where the mixture is dominated by large particles

in a wide band near the periphery, although a narrow band of small

particles immediately adjacent to the tumbler wall persists in the

F IGURE 16 Simulations demonstrating practical determination of cl,eq in a rotating tumbler for different initial mixture concentrations of (A,E)
cl ¼0:1 and (B,F) cl ¼0:5 by measuring the core concentration value in steady state. The measured value of cl,eq = 0.3 [dashed line in (E-H)] is
tested in (C,G) a tumbler flow and (D,H) a bounded heap flow, both of which show minimal segregation. Note that the concentration profile in (G)
is rotated 90� from its orientation in previous figures so it can be easily compared with (H).

TABLE 1 Particle properties in experiments: diameter from caliper
measurements of 300 particles; density from the mass of three sets of
100 particles and average particle diameter

Material Color Diameter (mm) Density (g/cm3)

Steel Dark 3.14 ± 0.01 7.85 ± 0.02

Glass Light 1.54 ± 0.08 2.50 ± 0.05
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experiments. Thus, while more work is needed to resolve these dis-

crepancies, the general result of a more mixed state appearing for the

equilibrium concentration than other concentrations appears to be

the case for these tumbler experiments.

6 | DISCUSSION

From both the DEM simulation results for rotating tumblers with

cl ≈ cl,eq (Figures 9–16) and the images from experiment (csteel ¼0:27)

in Figure 17B, it is evident that the large particle concentration

decreases sharply near the tumbler wall such that the overall mixing is

imperfect even at the equilibrium concentration (i.e., cl ¼ cl,eq). As

mentioned earlier, the reduced large particle concentration near the

tumbler wall has been noted previously66,71 but not explained. A pos-

sible explanation is that the equilibrium concentration in Figure 3

derived from depth-averaging heap flow segregation flux data as

shown in Figure 2 may not be universal and could additionally vary

locally with depth in the flowing layer. Specifically, our recent study

on the forces on a single intruder particle in shear flow demonstrates

that the equilibrium condition for single intruders depends on the

local shear rate gradient and pressure.64 Given that in free surface

flows the streamwise particle velocity exponentially decreases with

depth59 and the local lithostatic pressure linearly increases with depth

for a uniform density profile, it is reasonable to infer that the equilib-

rium concentration associated with non-mixing conditions may vary

locally with depth in the flowing layer. As a result, local segregation

may occur despite the global concentration satisfying the equilibrium

condition. Such local segregation appears to be negligible in heap

flows, as the segregation is not fully developed before the particles

deposit onto the fixed bed. However, in rotating tumblers, with parti-

cles repeatedly segregating in the flowing layer until reaching equilib-

rium, the variations in the local shear rate gradient and lithostatic

pressure through the depth of the flowing layer may have sufficient

time to result in greater segregation than in heap flows. This is evident

in the concentration profile for cl ¼ cl,eq in Figure 16G for a rotating

tumbler deviating more from cl,eq than that for a bounded heap flow

in Figure 16H.

A second reason for reduced large-particle concentration near

the rotating tumbler wall may be the complex flow kinematics at the

end of the downstream portion of the flowing layer where particles

interact with the cylindrical tumbler wall before entering solid body

rotation. The thickness of the small particle band near the tumbler

wall decreases somewhat for simulations using smoother tumbler

walls, suggesting that particle–wall interactions are important. The

effect of the tumbler wall roughness is consistent with previous

results indicating how the wall roughness can affect secondary flows

in cylindrical tumblers72 and both secondary flows and segregation in

spherical tumblers73,74 even far from the tumbler walls.

Despite the small particle band at the tumbler wall, evident visu-

ally in Figure 9B and in the concentration profile in Figure 11, it is

clear that segregation is largely suppressed for cl ¼ cl,eq ¼0:47 in this

case. In contrast, for cl ¼0:3, cl decreases nearly to zero at the surface

of the flowing layer and to zero (pure small particles) in a band at the

tumbler periphery. For cl ¼0:7, cl increases at the surface of the flow-

ing layer and at the periphery. Thus, despite the deviation of cl from a

uniform value for cl ¼ cl,eq at the top of the flowing layer and near the

cylindrical tumbler wall in this specific case as well as those in

(Figures 12–16), most particles in the tumbler remain relatively well-

mixed at the equilibrium concentration, whereas at other concentra-

tions the particles tend to be substantially more segregated.

7 | CONCLUSION

For particle mixtures varying simultaneously in size and density, the

two corresponding segregation mechanisms (percolation and buoy-

ancy, respectively) interact with each other resulting in segregation

behavior significantly different from size or density segregation alone.

In particular, mixtures of large heavy and small light particles can

exhibit an equilibrium concentration, cl,eq, at which the two segrega-

tion mechanisms are locally balanced and the net segregation flux is

zero. This leads to a methodology in which a particle system can be

designed to reduce or even prevent segregation by specifying the

optimal combination of particle size ratio Rd, density ratio Rρ, and

overall mixture concentration cl .

The near overlap of the equilibrium concentration curves in

Figure 7 with the non-segregating region determined from heap flow

simulations demonstrates not only the accuracy of the equilibrium

F IGURE 17 Segregation of large steel (dark) and small glass
(bright) particles in a 15 cm rotating tumbler from experiments (left)
and DEM simulations (right) with particle properties specified in
Table 1. Rd = 2.04 and Rρ = 3.14 for which csteel,eq ≈ 0.27 according
to Figure 3. Images from experiment and visualization of the
simulations are obtained by backlighting one of the tumbler endwalls.
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conditions predicted in Figure 3 but also the potential for designing

minimally segregating granular mixtures by feeding particles initially

mixed at the equilibrium concentration, that is, cl ¼ cl,eq. This potential

to intentionally design minimally segregating mixtures also extends to

bidisperse particle mixtures in rotating tumblers with global concen-

tration cl ¼ cl,eq, even when particles are initially segregated. In addi-

tion, particles in the tumbler core tend toward the equilibrium

concentration even when cl ≠ cl,eq. This leads to a methodology to

experimentally find cl,eq using a rotating tumbler by measuring the

concentration in the core.

One further consideration is the impact of species size-polydisper-

sity. For the simulations used to obtain the equilibrium concentrations

in Figure 3, each particle species has a ±10% variation in diameter,

although simulations with no intraspecies variation in particle diameter

have nearly the same segregation flux dependence and resulting equi-

librium concentrations.57 This is consistent with a previous study of

heap flow segregation,75 which shows that segregation of size-

bidisperse particle mixtures with broad species-specific size distribu-

tions can be accurately modeled as mixtures of two size-monodisperse

species, even if the size distributions of the two species overlap. How-

ever, this topic deserves more research in the context of SD-systems

due to the concentration dependence of the segregation direction.

Given the similarities in flow kinematics among heap, rotating

tumbler, and other geometries where a thin surface layer of particles

flows relative to the bulk, we expect that the equilibrium condition in

Figure 3 is generally applicable to surface flows in other geome-

tries.60,62,76 However, the equilibrium condition in Figure 3 may not

be universal and may change somewhat with flow kinematics, since

the solid volume fraction, overburden pressure, shear rate, and shear

rate gradient affect particle segregation. For example, the equilibrium

condition for equal-volume particle mixtures under vibration is

Rd ≈ Rρ,
77 which clearly differs from the cl,eq = 0.5 curve in Figure 3.

Likewise, we expect that the equilibrium concentration would be dif-

ferent in wall-driven shear flow between two planes due to the over-

burden pressure65 or in chute flow where substantial slip can occur at

the base of the flow or the velocity exhibits a Bagnold-type profile.

Nevertheless, our results demonstrate the potential for specifying par-

ticular combinations of particle size ratio, density ratio, and concentra-

tion to promote mixing and minimize segregation in granular surface

flows. Future studies connecting equilibrium conditions to flow kine-

matics and determining non-segregating parameter combinations

analogous to Figure 3 for other flows such as chute flows and

boundary-driven (wall or intruder) flows are warranted.
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